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GOCDB, a Topology Repository for a Worldwide Grid Infrastructure

EGEE Production Service infrastructure is a large multi-science Grid ... while dynamic data providers used by Grid middleware â€“ such as BDII [5] or MDS [6] ... We describe later in this paper some answers to that problem, both in current. 
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Abstract. All grid projects have to deal with topology and operational information like resource distribution, contact lists and downtime declarations. Storing, maintaining and publishing this information properly is one of the key elements to successful grid operations. The solution adopted by EGEE and WLCG projects is a central repository that hosts this information and makes it available to users and client tools. This repository, known as GOCDB, is used through EGEE and WLCG as an authoritative primary source of information for operations, monitoring, accounting and reporting. After giving a short history of GOCDB, the paper describes the current architecture of the tool and gives an overview of its well established development workflows and release procedures. It also presents different collaboration use cases with other EGEE operations tools and deals with the High Availability mechanism put in place to address failover and replication issues. It describes ongoing work on providing web services interfaces and gives examples of integration with other grid projects, such as the NGS in the UK. The paper finally presents our vision of GOCDB's future and associated plans to base its architecture on a pseudo object database model, allowing for its distribution across the 11 EGEE regions. This will be one of the most challenging works to achieve during the third phase of EGEE in order to prepare for a sustainable European Grid Infrastructure.



1. Context and generalities 1.1. Scope and context of the work The general context of the work presented here lies within two worldwide grid computing projects: Enabling Grids for E-science (EGEE) [1] and the Worldwide LCG Computing Grid (WLCG) [2]. The EGEE Production Service infrastructure is a large multi-science Grid infrastructure, federating some 250 resource centres world-wide, providing some 40.000 CPUs and several Petabytes of storage. WLCG is an application-level grid, running 140 sites in 33 countries, some of them a subset of EGEE together with other Grids like Open Science Grid, in order to do the computing for the four experiments running on the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.



1.2. GOCDB overview: principles, purpose and description of the tool The tool known as GOCDB [3] (which stands for Grid Operations Centre Data Base) consists of a central authoritative database which contains static resource and topology related data about EGEE and WLCG. It stores information about regions, countries, sites, nodes, services and users, and links this information together in a logical way. GOCDB is used by many other operational tools, notably monitoring, availability calculation, contacts definition and accounting. A web interface [4] implements associated procedures to maintain, update and retrieve these data. Proper rights are based on a certificate authentication coupled with a user/role relationship that ensures only authorized persons can do associated actions. Some examples are listed below: - Add/delete a site/node - Modify and update information related to a site (contact, working hours, associated nodes, certification status of the site, …) - Declare a maintenance for a given site or node (scheduled downtime) - Declare an outage linked to an unscheduled event (unscheduled downtime) - Handle other people’s data (grant/revoke roles, change details, update certificates, etc.) The portal also provides read access to most of this information through lists and summary pages. Information presented in GOCDB is static: data are maintained by the appropriate people with given roles. The reason for these data to be here is the need to have a reference, authoritative list: while dynamic data providers used by Grid middleware – such as BDII [5] or MDS [6] - present lists of resources that are available, GOCDB gives a list of resources that should be available. Moreover, it stores information that cannot be stored in a BDII either because of the sensitive nature of this information (e-mail addresses, security contacts) or simply because used schema does not allow for some information to be stored (mappings between roles and users, scheduled/unscheduled downtimes). 1.3. Dealing with grid topology The first challenge to face when dealing with grid resources is to give an accurate representation of grid topology, or more accurately grid topologies. The fact that different projects or different groups of users may have a different view of how the grid is organised can lead to a lot of trouble when trying to represent this organisation. The best example of such difficulties is the way EGEE and WLCG, which are both using GOCDB, are organised. EGEE organisation in geographical regions is not easy to match with WLCG hierarchical concept of tiers and tier clouds, especially because very often, some sites can appear in multiple leaves of a tree. We describe later in this paper some answers to that problem, both in current GOCDB architecture and in future work. 1.4. A short history of GOCDB After the initial planning of LCG in 2002 when the working group on operations proposed the model of a Grid Operations Centre, RAL [7] volunteered to lead the work in defining and implementing such a concept. When the GOC was first designed in 2003 it soon became clear that there were several operational tools and some services which required information on the sites which made up the grid. It made sense to implement this once for re-use and to have a definitive view of the topology of the grid. As the MDS had no access control neither was it suitable for confidential information. The concept was that GOCDB should be a source of static information about sites. After some initial attempts at a flat file solution, a very simple MySQL database schema was put in place to store both the contact information as well as the grid resources at the sites. The contact information was rendered on a basic



PHP page with some Perl scripts to generate configuration files for tools. There were a few information pages on the website that also pulled data in from this schema. When EGEE-I started in April 2004, there were a large number of new sites appearing and the task of entering them and maintaining the information manually got too large. The decision was then taken to empower the site administrators to maintain the information about their sites. The team set up a GridSite [8] web server to control access to the database using LCG/EGEE X.509 certificates and produced a set of simple PHP pages so people could edit the info. As time went on there were requests for more data to be stored and more features to edit the data, and more things began to use the info stored in the schema. GOCDB2 was the first version to be built from the ground up to be edited by external users, including features like user roles and permissions. Current version was put online in July 2007, and is described in a later section of this paper. 1.5. Related work 1.5.1. OIM - OSG Information Management System (OIM) [9] can be seen as the equivalent of GOCDB for the Open Science Grid [10] Project. It basically fulfils the same functions, storing and providing information about resources, users, services and downtimes. The main difference between OIM and GOCDB lies on the facility provided by OIM to store and map Virtual Organisations (VO). In EGEE this functionality is provided by the Operations Portal, a.k.a CIC portal [11]. 1.5.2. HGSM - Hierarchical Grid Site Management (HGSM) [12] is a web-based management tool that stores static information about grid sites, used within the SEE-GRID project [13]. The set of information contained in HGSM is very similar to what GOCDB stores, and HGSM is often labelled as “a light version of GOCDB”. Since some SEE-GRID sites are also EGEE sites, there is a clear overlap in terms of functionalities between the 2 tools, resulting in data duplication. Collaboration is under way for HGSM and GOCDB to be fully interfaced, as part of the work described later in this paper. 2. GOCDB3: description of current architecture 2.1. Database structure 2.1.1. Hardware, size and components - GOCDB schema is hosted on an Oracle 11g cluster. It is designed as a standard relational schema and stores data for around 450 sites, 2400 grid nodes, 4000 service endpoints and 1300 users. This represents around 52000 tuples and 10 MB of data spread between 40 tables which makes it a rather complex structure compared to the relatively low number of records it stores. Current schema is described in [14]. In addition to tables, a set of PL/SQL stored functions and procedures implements a great part of the business logic used in GOCDB. Insertions, deletions, updates or information retrievals are often performed by calling these stored business objects, making the portal code as generic as possible in case of database schema modifications. 2.1.2. Storing grid hierarchy - The most notable structure in GOCDB schema is the grid entity hierarchy: this is a generic framework for storing grid entities in a tree structure, while enabling entities to be attached to multiple separate trees in the database. In order to link the grid entities together into a tree structure, the Materialised Path method was chosen. This involves storing a path string of the form “1.2.3.3” (this represents the third child node of the third child node of the second child node of the first tree root). Storing tree structures in a relational format is a non-trivial problem in itself, but with the added requirement of multiple overlapping structures, the database design became somewhat complex. This is an issue that will be addressed in next version of GOCDB, as described later in this paper.



2.2. Web portal GOCDB web portal, or simply GOC portal, is a web interface to the database built on an Apache 2 web server. Most of the portal’s code is written in PHP on top of the Zend Framework [15] which implements a Model-View-Controller (MVC) [16] architecture. Following MVC principles, the general behaviour of the web interface is as follows: - User browses to https://www.goc.gridops.org/foo/bar - Apache mod_redirect points all requests at /index.php - index.php (the Front Controller) initialises Zend framework and runs the request dispatcher - The request dispatcher loads the appropriate controller class FooController (if it exists), and runs the appropriate action barAction() (again, if it exists) - The action method of the controller loads (and/or stores) the model classes necessary, then passes the results on to the view section - The view section formats the data it is given and renders the page Source code is accordingly split into 3 categories each corresponding to one of the model/view/controller components. The use of MVC principles coupled with Apache SSL configuration methods built on top of GridSite [8] allow for a fine security and authentication mechanism. Connection to the database backend is done through the use of the AdoDB library [17]. 2.3. Standard interfaces and web services As described later in this paper, data contained in GOCDB are widely used by operations tools within EGEE and WLCG, and there is an important need for access to these data in another way than through the web portal. At the time of writing, most of the tools still use direct connection to the database backend via a read-only account. This presents many disadvantages: firstly, GOCDB team needs to maintain and manage external read-only accounts and passwords. Then, in a failover situation, all external tools have to switch to the failover DB. Finally, any change in the DB schema potentially implies changes to the code of these external tools. The answer to that problem was to define programmatic interfaces giving access to GOCDB in a standard way, giving a reliable and stable entry point for the tools that need the data. First proposed implementation, called GOCDB Programmatic Interface or GOCDB-PI, is a REST (Representational State Transfer) [18] based interface other https. It allows client applications to retrieve exposed data using standard tools like wget or curl. The use of https guarantees URLs are properly secured when transiting. Some of the methods are nonetheless public and don't require client side authentication. Data retrieval and encapsulation into XML formatted documents is done at Oracle level, using Oracle XML DB [19] syntax in a set of PL/SQL functions. The result is then passed to a PHP based interface which simply displays data after having checked that proper credentials have been given by the requester. A SOAP [20] based web service interface is under prototyping at the time of writing, and will complete GOCDB access standardization in the near future. 2.4. Development synchronisation GOCDB development involves a working group with a consultancy role, known as GOCDB Advisory Group (GAG). This group, composed by representatives from the EGEE community, decides of the priority and directions for main GOCDB developments. Beyond the GAG, another team takes the responsibility of architecture design validation and long terms plans for GOCDB. This team is EGEE Operations Automation Team (OAT) [21] which has the responsibility of validating EGEE operational tools architecture and work plans within EGEE-III.



Every user can make suggestions for improvement or report bugs. Task lists and bug reports are maintained using LCG Savannah [22] tracker. All requests are discussed and validated before entering the official development list. 2.5. Release procedures GOCDB development and tests are carried out on dedicated instances of both the web portal and the database. This means 3 machines and 3 different DB schemas run concurrently, each labelled by the appropriate “production”, “test” or “development” flag. As its name suggests, the development machine is used to build and implement the code. Once a stable version is ready, all code is packaged as a RPM, and then installed on the test server. Updating GOCDB code to production then consists of swapping test and production IP aliases, so that the previously “test” labelled machine becomes the production one and vice versa. A simple XML configuration file on the server allows web administrators to set properly which of the databases is used along with other parameters controlling general website behaviour. 3. GOCDB availability and failover solutions Given GOCDB critical character, ensuring availability of the tool is essential to guarantee a high level of service. Having proper procedures and mechanisms to face hardware or software problem as well as network and connectivity issues is mandatory. 3.1. DNS based Geographical failover Our approach when considering failover solutions for GOCDB was to take benefit of the work done with other EGEE operations tools, as described in [23]. In this context, a replica portal was set up at ITWM [24] in Germany, and a database replica was put in place at CNAF/INFN [25] in Italy. Setting up a web portal replica was made straight forward thanks to GOCDB well defined RPMbased deployment mechanisms. Portal configuration being done via an isolated XML file, it is an easy task to adapt this instance to the local set up, and to point it to the proper database backend in an exactly similar way to the master instance. Replicating the database proved to be more difficult. To optimize the amount of work needed compared to the benefits of chosen technical solution, it was decided that a read-only replica would be enough given the fact that GOCDB was mostly accessed in read mode. A solution based on materialized views was put in place, allowing the portal to connect in read-only mode in a transparent way for the end user. 3.2. Local backup In addition to this geographical failover, a local backup has been set up at RAL, mostly to face short time database failure not resulting from network or site problems. This is simply a machine running an Oracle Express [26] database, on which a dump of the master instance is imported every 2 hours. Although this instance is primarily intended to work in a read-only mode, it has been tested in readwrite mode and proved to be fully operational in such a context. 3.3. Procedures and scenarios The general architecture makes possible to have any of the 2 portal instances and 3 database instances working properly with one another. However, the most probable use cases are: - Master portal and master database - Replica portal and replica database



- Master portal and local backup database In a basic scenario, replica portal is set up to work with replica database, which means the only operation to carry out in case of outage is to swap DNS entry to point to the replica frontend. Using master portal with local backup database implies importing the data to the backup DB first, and then configure master portal to use this database. GOCDB failover is at the time of writing a partly manual operation. Data are synchronised automatically but switching from one instance to another remains a manual process. Nonetheless, all these scenarios only require a few minutes, ensuring a quick service restoration in case of outage. 4. Interactions and collaborations 4.1. GOCDB as an primary authoritative data source Being officially an authoritative data source mandated at project level to store the information it stores, GOCDB is de facto used as a primary data provider by most of other EGEE operations tools (see Fig.1). Some of the tools that rely on GOCDB are accounting systems (APEL and accounting portal [27]), monitoring systems (SAM [28], GStat [29]), user support systems (GGUS [30]) or dashboards and aggregation tools (CIC Operations portal [11]). Designing data schema and defining interfaces to access the information are key areas where collaborations are initiated to ensure a more coherent way of handling operations. These collaborations can be formal or informal, often being the result of good communication between tools developers. In EGEE-III, most of Fig. 1 – Interactions between EGEE this work is supervised at project level within operational components the OAT. 4.2. CIC Operations Portal One example of successful collaboration is the interaction between GOCDB and the Operations Portal [11], developed and maintained at IN2P3 Computing Centre [31] in Lyon, France. One of the tools proposed by the Operations Portal is a notification mechanism about scheduled and unscheduled downtimes. The system described on [32] basically consists of obtaining downtime information from GOCDB and produce mails and feed directed to the proper users following a subscription scheme. This tool can be considered as being effectively distributed, since parts of the implementation are respectively on GOCDB and CIC Operations Portal side. 5. GOCDB evolution challenge: towards GOCDB4 5.1. The EGEE-III distribution challenge The third phase of EGEE, started in May 2009, brings dramatic changes to the project’s operational model compared to EGEE-I and EGEE-II [33]. These changes are proposed in order to achieve a successful transition from a central, project-based model to a sustainable infrastructure built on top of each EGEE region, possibly getting down to country level. This final requirement is a result from the European Grid Initiative (EGI) [34] design study where each participating country has the



responsibility of maintaining its own National Grid Infrastructure (NGI). Ideas for a general evolution in the years to come are discussed in EGEE-III OAT strategy document [35]. As a consequence of these evolution requirements, GOCDB has to evolve from a central database with a central interface to a distributed model. The resulting architecture should allow for all the following points: - Regional instances should be able to communicate efficiently with one another. - In the event of a region not willing to host its data, GOCDB should provide a central “catchall” repository to host this information on their behalf. - There should be a uniform way of accessing the data across all the regional instances, so that even if distributed, the model could also be seen as one. - Regional instances should be customizable, i.e. adaptable to local needs. - An adapter should be provided to allow interoperations with those regions that already have their information repository, without asking them to change their system. 5.2. GOCDB4 Architecture proposal 5.2.1. Initial issues – Many problems arise when trying to answer the requirements described above: - How to provide efficient communication between distributed instances - How to ensure all data are synchronized if they need to be - How to cross-query these data efficiently - How to deal with general coherence in case of problem (e.g. network or local failure) A detailed analysis [36] of these concerns led us to consider using a particular design for the database schema as described in the next section. 5.2.2. Model principle – Our plans are to design GOCDB4 schema following the pseudo-relational object model (PROM) described in [37]. The main idea behind this design is the concept of removing the physical aspects of any database into effectual ‘meta-data’. By doing this it makes it possible to maintain links and table information outside of the actual data tables, allowing this data to be accessed in a uniform way, and changed with minimal, or no, changes to the actual design. This allows for faster deployment, standard data access routines, and the ability to grow the system without the need to redesign or re-implement the actual database. This design answers most of our concerns including uniform access to the information, scalability and physical distribution of the data. 5.2.3. Application to GOCDB – The approach taken follows these points: - Distribute the model into as many instances, or “Grids”, as needed - Have each of these instances split into 3 functional areas: core object tables (metadata), core GOCDB tables (project level data) and add-on tables (regional Grid level data) (See Fig. 2) - Provide functions, procedures and APIs to access these data - Have a main core instance that will mirror the distributed core object DBs, either acting as a dictionary (copying meta-data only) or as a full cache. - Provide a controller that will read and manipulate data from local Grids that don’t wish to conform to this model
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Local use Fig. 2 – Architectural overview of a GOCDB4 module



This will allow for different regional use cases to work concurrently, as shown on Fig. 2: Regions running a distributed GOCDB module (region 1), using the central instance directly (region 2) or using another tool interfaced with the central instance (region 3). Development work related to this evolution within EGEE-III is described in [38].
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Fig. 3 – GOCDB4 central instance and regional modules 5.2.4. Benefits - The deadline to tackle the distribution issue and come up with a fully distributed model is very tight and coincides with the end of EGEE phase III in April 2010. Achieving such a huge task in such a short time will be rather difficult, especially in an environment where so many people and tools are involved. One of the benefits of using the described model is its easy deployment: installing and configuring a GOCDB regional instance should be as straight forward as possible. Another benefit comes when thinking of possible future evolutions. As stated above, distribution will start with the current 11 EGEE federations but is likely to expand to many more instances if we think in terms of individual countries. Building the new architecture on top of a scalable model is then crucial. 5.3. Use case: distributing GOCDB. The UK NGS and GridPP NGI future The move to a distributed model for GOCDB also fits with the move towards a European Grid Infrastructure comprised of National Grid Initiatives that provide services within their own country whilst linking to international grid programs for the benefit of the user communities. As GOCDB is developed in the UK, the current UK NGS [39] and GridPP [40] projects, who both use GOCB at present, are suitable use cases to understand how best to achieve such a distributed service. The NGS currently enforces the use of GOCDB for all sites joining the NGS to register principal contacts and most importantly security contact information. As a number of GridPP sites are also registered as NGS sites this common database of information is important for the correct



operation of the NGS. Moving forwards GridPP and NGS are currently the two key stakeholders in the establishment of the UK NGI (National Grid Initiative) and so their respective requirements are key inputs for what the GOCDB should provide at a regional level. References [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
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